
 

 

 
 

Enjoy the 
Experience
• 3D Gradient Colour Glass Back Cover 

• Night Mode with Triple Rear Camera 

• 24MP Wide-Angle Front Camera 
• NFC & Wireless Charging 

Y3



The Art of Design
Anti-falling 3D curved glass body, with redefined gradient colour schemes. 
Providing a limitless user experience, the stylish and iconic slim design makes 
you the centre of attention.

AnthraciteAmethyst



FHD+ Waterdrop Screen
Experience the display of a new era. The Y3 features a vivid 6.3-inch FHD+ 
Corning Gorilla glass screen, delivering stunning colour reproduction. View 
more and enjoy the ultimate immersive experience.

Everyday amplified

Full HD+ Display

6.3 inches
Screen Ratio

90.7% 
Waterdrop Screen

19.5:9
Gorilla Glass

Corning



Remarkable Triple Camera
Featuring a 20MP+16MP+5MP triple rear camera, 
bringing a new dynamic to night scenes, main shots, 
and depth blur, making you a photo expert. 

Capture Every Moment

SONY IMX476 + 5P Large aperture + f/1.78

20MP

Samsung S5K5E9 + 3P + f/2.2

5MP

SONY IMX499 + 6P Large aperture + f/1.8

16MP



Reimagined Night Mode
Advanced night mode optimises shooting in low light. The Y3 camera system uses AI technology depth adaptation, 
differentiating between subject and background, to deliver professional images after dark.

Performance in any light

The display pictures are simulated images,  
which are only used for function description purposes.



96MP Super Pixel
Zoom in up to 30 times with effective pixel resolution reaching 96M - delivering still-sharp imagery. 
Clear photos are captured in a backlight environment, with even more colour and detail.

The Power of Zoom

x30 times

The display pictures are simulated images,  
which are only used for function description purposes.



Adjustable Pro Mode
The Y3 cameras give you Adjustable Pro Mode 
with professional shooting parameters. It’s easy 
to adjust parameters according to different 
scenes, selectable brightness, blurring intensity 
and colour balance at any time.  
Enjoy the professional camera-like shooting 
experience.

Shoot Like a Pro

The display pictures are simulated images,  
which are only used for function description purposes.



24MP Wide-Angle Front Camera
Y3 uses a 24MP wide-angle front camera to 
achieve a hardware-level background blur 
effect. The blurred background is used to 
highlight the close-up focus while taking 
selfies . Enjoy the possibilities of the Selfie 
with the Y3. In addition, the continuous 
optimisation of the beauty algorithm helps 
your skin look more delicate.

Capture Your Beauty

 5P, F2.0, FF

The display pictures are simulated images,  
which are only used for function description purposes.



AI Mode
Y3 adopts the AI camera system, which can 
easily blur the background of portraits, and 
intelligently identifies 10 independent scenes. 
In addition to the scene recognition function, 
select professional mode for exclusive 
optimisation of different scenes, to unlock 
limitless creativity. 

Recording every moment of your life is now 
possible with QR Scan, panoramic mode, live 
photos, slow-motion mode and 8 on-trend 
filters.

Technology to enhance

The display pictures are simulated images,  
which are only used for function description purposes.



4050 mAh

Ultra long Battery Life
Y3 is more power efficient thanks to the combination of a large 4050mAh battery 
and its advanced power-saving system. 

More Live, Stay Connected 

Power-Saving Chip

12nm

System

Power-saving

Standby

270 Hours



40 Hours Available
Do what you want, everyday

calling

34 Hours
music listening

21 Hours
video playing

6.5 Hours
Internet browsing

16 Hours
games playing

6.5 Hours

The above data are all from our laboratory data.  
The actual situation may vary slightly due to different versions of test models and specific test environments.



2 Types of Charging
Y3 supports 18W cable quick charging and 10W wireless charging, greatly improving charging efficiency. 
Optimal charging wherever you are, gives you freedom to stay connected. 

Convenience = Happiness

18W Quick Charging  10W Wireless Charging

Quick charge of F3 is 18% faster than regular charge. 



What can 10 minutes quick 
charge provide you

Standby

40 Hours
Calling

5 Hours
Web Browsing

2 Hours
It’s all about confidence. 

The initial charge capacity of the Y3 was 
zero and power off. It was charged for 10 
minutes before start-up. During use, the 
volume was set to 100%. 

Y3 delivers faster charging for a better 
experience. Quick charge technology 
saves you from low power emergencies.

The above data are all from our laboratory data. 
 The actual situation may vary slightly due to different versions of test models and specific test environments.

or or



Face ID     Fingerprint
Double unlock brings more convenience and protection. 

When you activate the screen, Face ID unlocks your 
phone instantly. Or - choose the fingerprint unlock option.  

It’s all about you and your privacy.

Unlock More Security

Face ID Fingerprint



Dual SIM

Be fearless and travel to your favourite destinations with the Y3.
The Dual SIM feature gives you freedom to connect no matter
where you are.

It’s another standout feature on all Mintt Smartphones.

Designed to be the ultimate
travel companion



High Performance
Y3 is equipped with the Helio P60 processor, a new 
12nm process processor of MTK,  improving the single-
core CPU performance by 72% on the basis of P32.  
High performance and communication capacity are 
beyond imagination. With 4GB RAM, 64GB ROM, 
expandable to 256GB,  daily operation and storage 
requirements can easily meet your needs.

Redefining your Smartphone Experience

RAM

4GB

ROM

64GB
(expandable to 256GB)



Y3:Specifications

A
nthracite

A
m
ethyst

3D Gradient Colour Curved Glass Cover
6.3inch water-drop FHD+ 2340*1080  19.5:9 aspect ratio
4GB
64GB - Expandable to 256GB
4050mAh
24MP Front Camera
20MP+16MP+5MP Triple Sony Rear Camera
Recording - Up to FHD 1980 x 1080
CPU MT6771V/C(P60) - 2.0GHz Octa-core，12nm
Android 9.0 Pie
Dual SIM - Unlocked ready for any mobile network
GPS+GLONASS+Beidou
Bluetooth BT4.2
WiFi 2.4GHZ+5GHZ   802.11 a/b/g/n
GSM/WCDMA/FDD-LTE 
2G：GSM B2/3/5/8
                               
3G：WCDMA：B1/5/8
4G：FDD-LTE B1/3/5/7/8/28A/28B
Facial Recognition, Fingerprint Sensor
FM Radio, Electronic Compass
157 x 75.8 x 8.75mm
183g

Mintt Y3, Charger, Charger Cable, Premium Wired Earphones,
Quick Start Guide, Warranty Leaflet, Screen Protector &
TPU Clear Gel Protective Case

Amethyst, Anthracite

24 Months

Appearance

Display

RAM

Storage

Battery

Camera

Video

Processor

System

Network

Other

Dimensions

Weight

In the box

Colours

Warranty


